**katello-certs-check** gives the wrong output if using certificate with wildcard.
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**Description**

If we try to install custom certs on satellite with wildcard i.e CN=*.example.com katello-certs-check gives the wrong output.

katello-certs-check gives the command to generate the capsule certs as below instead of satellite-installer command.

```bash
To use them inside a NEW $FOREMAN_PROXY, run this command:

capsule-certs-generate --foreman-proxy-fqdn "$FOREMAN_PROXY"
    --certs-tar "~/FOREMAN_PROXY-cert.tar"
    --server-cert "~/customcerts/cert_crt.pem"
    --server-key "~/customcerts/cert_key.pem"
    --server-ca-cert "~/customcerts/CA_crt.pem"

capsule-certs-generate --foreman-proxy-fqdn "$FOREMAN_PROXY"
    --certs-tar "~/FOREMAN_PROXY-cert.tar"
    --server-cert "~/customcerts/cert_crt.pem"
    --server-key "~/customcerts/cert_key.pem"
    --server-ca-cert "~/customcerts/CA_crt.pem"
    --certs-update-server
```

**Associated revisions**

**Revision 86979bce - 07/18/2019 02:59 PM - Suraj Patil**

Fixes #25564 - add target option

Rather than attempting to detect the target based on the hostname, this adds an explicit parameter which allows users to force the output to match their use.
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